Stravelle's

ONLINE COURSE
ON
ADJUDICATION

Adjudication
Stravelles is regulated by the RICS as Chartered
Quantity Surveyors.
We promote an online course all about adjudication.
Now, when used correctly, adjudication, or even the
threat of adjudication can end nearly all disputes
over time, money, quality etc fast.
Protect yourself from Clients who:
Don't pay on time
Reduce payments whenever they like
Refuse to pay for variation costs
Attempt to contra-charge the builder with
penalties, liquidated damages
Refuse to pay the final account or try to reduce
the amount owed

WHY DO THIS COURSE ?

Become a more sophisticated negotiator by truly
understanding the powerful dispute resolution
procedure known as adjudication
Learn to DIY as much of this process as you want
saving you legal fees and time dealing with third
parties
End disputes fast by demonstrating your
willingness to refer a dispute to adjudication

Adjudication is a statutory right
WHAT IS A STATUTORY RIGHT ?

A Statutory right is the minimum rights guaranteed to contractual partners by
UK Law.
It means that you cannot contract your way out of a statutory right. If say,
McDonalds hire a builder to construct their new headquarters they can insert a
clause that states all disputes will be solved in arbitration.
But the builder is still entitled to refer a dispute to adjudication. Its impossible
to remove this right.
WHY IS ADJUDICATION A STATUTORY RIGHT?

The right to refer a dispute to adjudication arose from The Housing Grants,
Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 (HGRA - also known as the
Construction Act).
This act introduced adjudication as a dispute resolution procedure which would
make solving disputes faster in construction. Adjudication has to by law take 28
days (the adjudicator is allowed to request small extensions of time).
The act also ensured that Adjudication would be accessible to all (hence the
statutory right), and affordable (it does not require lawyers).
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR BUILDERS, CONSULTANTS ?

This means that builders can at any time refer a dispute to adjudication.
If a Client or subcontractor is not behaving themselves then a dispute can be
referred to adjudication and it can be decided upon within 28 days.
The only thing a builder has to do is make a reasonable attempt to solve the
dispute. This means meeting your Client or subcontractor and trying to resolve
the dispute amicably. If they won't be reasonable then don't wait around, just
to to adjudication.
This also applies equally to consultants like Architects who have a contract with
their Client.

1. THIS COURSE EMPOWERS PEOPLE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TO
RESOLVE DISPUTES THEMSELVES

THE THREAT OF ADJUDICATION HELPS
NEGOTIATION SUCCEED

"speak softly and carry a big stick;
you will go far"
President Theodore Roosevelt
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ADVANTAGES

VOUCHER

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION GETS
THINGS DONE
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KNOW YOUR VALUE
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OUR PERFECT CLIENT
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GET A QUOTE

STRAVELLES
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CONTENTS OF THE COURSE

1.
CONTENTS OF
THE COURSE

We cover a lot
This course IS VERY detailed and covers:
construction disputes
negotiation
conciliation
mediation
adjudication introduction
advantages of adjudication
disadvantages of adjudication
giving notice
the application process
the referral process
dealing with the adjudicator
the decision
getting paid
arbitration, the courts system

DELIVERY

Completely online
Mix of text and videos
Examples included
Fully up to date to 2022
Full subtitles to all videos

Whilst the course is detailed, it is still easy to get
through in a couple of hours.

1. THIS COURSE GIVES YOU THE CONFIDENCE TO INSIST ON YOUR
CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS

2.
ADVANTAGES

Why enrol on this course ?
BUILDERS

This course will save you money, time and stress. If you are a builder,
contractor, or subcontractor, you may find yourself in a dispute with the other
party in a contract. To be fair, it is going to happen at some point. You are
probably reading this remembering a time when a Client has applied damages
or penalties to your account or made you go cap in hand to beg for payment.
For example, if you are a builder and the Client does not pay you the last
instalment and insists on unfairly reducing the final amount — Adjudication can
get you your money without having to go to Court.
Yes, Adjudication is fast, it must by law, take 28 days from start to finish. It
does not involve the court system and any lay person can follow the system
easily enough.
You don't have to be a lawyer to run an adjudication, you don't have to have
studied construction law or contract law to win, that's the whole point of
Adjudication.
By doing this course, you can avoid having to hire a solicitor, barrister, legal
professional etc to run your adjudication, you can do it yourself*

ARCHITECTS AND CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS

If you are an Architect or Construction Professional and your Client does not
pay you — Adjudication can get you your money just as equally as a builder.
Furthermore, Architects also need to be able to advise their Client on the
adjudication process and the other alternative forms of dispute resolution.
*Assuming you are reasonably confident about outlining your situation and argument
clearly in writing and your argument does not rely on technical legal arguments i.e. you
have average English writing ability and can outline your grievance.

1. THIS COURSE EMPOWERS PEOPLE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TO
RESOLVE DISPUTES THEMSELVES

3.
VOUCHER

To get the course simply go to stravelles.com
and use the code:
BRICK
This will generate the saving to get the
course for £74.99
The code is case sensitive so make sure the
discount is applied before paying.
You will be emailed the course details within
24 hours.

WE ARE NOT ENCOURAGING
ADJUDICATION
We actually encourage negotiation as the best way to solve a dispute,
but its a lot easier to negotiate knowing you have
the full UK Legislative system behind you should you need it

"If you want peace, prepare for
war"
Roman general (various)

Our final word
We at Stravelles believe Construction should be for
people who genuinely enjoy construction, building
things. They deserve to be well paid if they do a
good job.
Real estate development should be for people who
enjoy finance, regeneration and hopefully
Architecture and Design.

ADVANTAGES OF ADJUDICATION

Fast
Low cost
Don't lose your Client
Accessible to everyone

The construction industry must eliminate bad actors
who cause disputes and arguments.
Adjudication is a great way of doing this.

1. PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT DOES NOT NEED TO BE A CONSTANT
ARGUMENT

